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The similarity solution of Diffusion equation using a technique of infinitesimal
transformations of groups

Abstract

The s imilarity  solution  is  obtained  for one dimens ional  diffus ion equation with  cons tant  diffus ion coefficient. This  solution  is  derived  by  us ing  a
technique of  infinites imal  trans formation of  groups . The initial  and boundary  conditions  are es tablished for the diffus ion coefficient  to be cons tant.
When these conditions  are met, the diffus ion coefficient can be eas ily evaluated.
Keywords: Dif fusion, Inf initesimal transformation, Similarity Solution.

1.0 Introduction

The diffus ion equation desc ribes  the solute transport due to combined effec t of diffus ion and convec tion in a medium. I t is  a partial differential
equation of parabolic  type, derived on the princ iple of conservation of mass  us ing Fick’s  law. Due to the growing surface and subsurface hydro
environment  degradation  and  the  air  pollution,  the  diffus ion  equation  has  drawn  s ignificant  attention  of  hydrologis ts ,  c ivi l  engineers  and
mathematic ians . I ts  analytical/numerical solutions  along with an initial condition and boundary conditions  help to unders tand the contaminant
concentration  dis tribution  behaviour  through  an  open  medium like  air, rivers , lakes  and  porous  medium like  aquifer, on  the  bas is  of  which
remedial  processes  to  reduce  the  damages  may  be  enforced. I t  has  wide  applications  in  other disc iplines  too, like  soil  phys ics , petroleum
engineering, chemical engineering and biosc iences .

Many researchers  have discussed this  problem from different aspec ts ; for example, A .J.Janavic ius  and S.Turskiene[1] have obtained analytical
solution  of  nonlinear  diffus ion  equation;  Nataliya  M .  Ivanova[2]  has  derived  the  exac t  solution  of  diffus ion-convec tion  equation.  The
sys tematical inves tigation of invariant solutions  of different diffus ion equation was  s tarted by the case of linear heat equation. (M iller W.[3] and
O lver  P .[4]).  The  infinite  series  solution  of  the  diffus ion  equations  is  obtained  by  C ars low and  Jaeger[5];  C rank[6]  and  others .  In  the
mathematical theory of diffus ion, the diffus ion coeffic ient can be taken as  cons tant in some cases , such as  diffus ion in dilute solution. In other
cases , such as  diffus ion in high polymers , the diffus ion coeffic ient depends  on the concentrations  of diffus ing subs tance[6]. This  paper presents
s imilarity  solution of one  dimens ional  diffus ion equation with cons tant diffus ion coeffic ient. This  solution is  obtained by  us ing a  technique  of
infinites imal  trans formations  of groups . The  solution obtained is  phys ically  cons is tent  with results  of earlier researchers  and which is  more
c lass ical than other results  obtained by the earlier researchers .

2.0 Statement of  the problem

In order to evaluate how much of a chemical is  present in any region of a fluid, we require a means  to measure chemical intens ity or presence.
This  fundamental  quantity  in environmental  fluid  mechanics  is  called concentration. In common usage, the  term concentration expresses  a
measure of the amount of a subs tance within a mixture. A  fundamental transport process  in environmental fluid mechanics  is  diffus ion. Diffus ion
differs  from advec tion in that it is  random in nature (does  not necessarily follow a fluid partic le). A  well-known example is  the diffus ion of perfume
in an empty room. I f a bottle of perfume is  opened and allowed to evaporate into the air, soon the whole room will be scented. We also know from
experience that the scent will be s tronger near the source and weaker as  we move away, but fragrance molecules  will have wondered throughout
the room due to random molecular and turbulent motions . Thus , diffus ion has  two primary properties : it is  random in nature, and transport is  from
regions  of high concentration to low concentration, with an equilibrium s tate of uniform concentration.

Figure 1

We jus t observed in our perfume example that regions  of high concentration tend to spread into regions  of low concentration under the ac tion of
diffus ion. Here, we want to derive a mathematical express ion that predic ts  this  spreading-out process , and we will follow an argument presented
in Fischer et  al. [7]. To  derive  a  diffus ive  flux  equation, cons ider two  rows  of molecules  s ide-by-s ide  and centered at  x  = 0 , each  of these
molecules  moves  about randomly in response to the temperature (in a random process  called Brownian motion). Here, for didac tic  purposes , we
will cons ider only one component of their three-dimens ional motion: motion right or left along the x-axis . We further define the mass  of partic les
on the left as  Ml, the mass  of partic les  on the right as  Mr, and the probability (trans fer rate per time) that a partic les  moves  ac ross  x = 0  as  k,
after some time dt an average of half of the partic les  have taken s teps  to the right and half have taken s teps  to the left.

3.0 Mathematical formation

Mathematically, the average flux of partic les  from the left-hand column to the right is  kMl, and the average flux of partic les  from the right-hand
column to the left is  –kMr, where the minus  s ign is  used to dis tinguish direc tion. Thus , the net flux of partic les  qx is

                                                           (3 .1)
For the one dimens ional case, this  equation can be written in terms of concentrations  us ing
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 and            (3 .2)

` Where  is  the width, is  the breadth, and is  the height of each column. P hys ically, is  the average s tep along the x-axis  taken by a

molecule  in the  time  dt. For the  one-dimens ional  case, we  want  to  represent  the  flux  in the  x-direc tion per unit  area  perpendicular to  x;

hence, we will take . Next, we note that a finite difference approximation for dC /dx is

                                         (3 .3)
which gives ,

                                       (3 .4)

taking , thus  from (3 .1) and (3 .4), we have,

                                                             (3 .5)

This  equation contains  two unknowns , k and , Fischer et al.[7] argue that s ince q cannot depend on an arbitrary  , we must assume that

is  a cons tant, which we will call the diffus ion coeffic ient, D. Subs tituting, we obtain the one-dimens ional diffus ive flux equation

                                                                      (3 .6)
Generalizing to three dimens ions , we can write the diffus ive flux vec tor at a point by adding the other two dimens ions ,

                         (3 .7)
Diffus ion processes  that obey this  relationship is  called Fickian diffus ion, and above relation is  called Fick’s  law. To obtain the total mass  flux
rate we must integrate the normal component of q over a surface area, as  in

                                                               (3 .8)

Where n is  the unit vec tor normal to the surface A.

A lthough Fick’s  law gives  us  an express ion for the flux of mass  due to the process  of diffus ion, we s till require an equation that predic ts  the
change in concentration of the diffus ing mass  over time at a point. In this  sec tion we will see that such an equation can be derived us ing the law
of conservation of mass . To derive the diffus ion equation, cons ider the control volume (C V ) depic ted in Figure 2 . The change in mass  M  of
dissolved tracer in this  C V  over time is  given by the mass  conservation law

                                                 (3 .9)
To compute the diffus ive mass  fluxes  in and out of the C V , we use Fick’s  law, which for the x-direc tion gives

                                                              (3 .10)

                                                             (3 .11)

Where the locations  1  and 2  are the inflow and outflow faces  in the figure. To obtain total mass  flux  we multiply  by the C V  surface area

. Thus , we can write the net flux in the x-direc tion as

                            (3 .12)
Which is  the x-direc tion contribution to the right-hand-s ide of (3 .9).

To continue we must find a method to evaluate at point 2 . For this , we use linear Taylor series  expans ion, an important tool for linearly
approximating func tions . The general form of Taylor series  expans ion is

                        (3 .13)
 Where HOTs  s tands  for “higher order terms.” Subs tituting ∂C /∂x for f(x) in the Taylor series  expans ion yields

                 (3 .14)
For linear Taylor series  expans ion, we ignore the HOTs . Subs tituting this  express ion into the net flux equation (3 .12) and dropping the subsc ript
1 , gives

                                           (3 .15)
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Similarly, in the y and z-direc tions , the net fluxes  through the control volume are

                                            (3 .16)

                                            (3 .17)

Before subs tituting these results  into (1 .19), we also convert M to concentration by recognizing . A fter subs titution of the
concentration C and net fluxes into (1 .19), we obtain the three-dimens ional diffus ion equation

                                              (3 .18)
Which is  a fundamental equation in environmental fluid mechanics .
In the one-dimens ional case, concentration gradients  in the y and z-direc tion are zero, and we have the one-dimens ional diffus ion equation

                                                               (3 .19)
Where D is  cons tant and called as  diffus ion coeffic ient.
4.0 Similarity Solution

We cons ider all poss ible groups  of infinites imal trans formation that will reduce the diffus ion equation (3 .19) to an ordinary differential equation.
In applying such a technique to a given differential equation, it may turn out that for some or all  of the groups  other than the linear and spiral
groups , the boundary condition cannot be trans formed although the partial differential equation can be trans formed into an ordinary differential
equation. For such cases , we are at leas t assured that the groups  of infinites imal trans formations  that remain are the groups  poss ible for the
given boundary value problems.  A  s imilarity analys is  of the diffus ion equation from this  point of view is  apparently not covered in the literature.
The  one-dimens ional  form of the  diffus ion equation in  rec tangular coordinate  is  chosen because  of its  s implic ity. Extens ion of analyses  to
equations  expressed in other coordinates  can readily be made.

C ons ider the diffus ion equation            (4 .1)
Where D is  cons tant. O n which an infinites imal trans formation is  to be made on the dependent and independent variables  and derivatives  of the
dependent variable with respec t to the independent variable. The infinites imal trans formations  are

                     (4 .2)
Where generators  X, T and U are func tions  of x, t and u. Invariance of equation (1) under (2) gives

                                                                                                  (4 .3)
Equating to zero the coeffic ients  of the corresponding terms, we get the following determining equations:

                                                                                   (4 .4)

                                                                                   (4 .5)

                                                                               (4 .6)

                                                                                  (4 .7)

                                                                (4 .8)

                                                               (4 .9)

                                           (4 .10)

                                                           (4 .11)

                                                                               (4 .12)
From these results , we conc lude that,

 and                                          (4 .13)

Now , so  = func tion of x and t, also,

                                                      (4 .14)
I t follows  that,

                                        (4 .15)

Now let cons tant, then

                                                                        (4 .16)

, a and b are cons tants                                 

 and , c is  cons tant         (4 .17)
Thus  form equations  (4 .16), (4 .17), the group G of infinites imal trans formation explic itly is

                                                                (4 .18)
The charac teris tic  equations  are

                                          (4 .19)

Let  and , then from (4 .19), we have,

                                                               (4 .20)
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The firs t equation in (4 .20) gives  the s imilarity variable,

                                                                                (4 .21)

Now let , where 
So, we get the second order ordinary differential equation,

                                                  (4 .22)
Which is  the second order linear ordinary differential equation and the general solution[8] of the equation (4 .22) is

              (4 .23)

Where  and  are cons tants .

5.0 CONCLUSION

We have discussed here a spec ific  problem of one dimens ional diffus ion equation under certain assumptions  and obtained the s imilarity solution
us ing the technique of groups  of infinites imal trans formations . We have expressed the solution in the form which is  well  suited for meaningful
interpretation of the response of the phys ical problem. The numerical illus trations , although not discussed here due to our res tric tive interes t in
the s imilarity s tudy.
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